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Abstract— Advanced lithography techniques enable

higher pattern resolution; however, techniques such as

extreme ultraviolet lithography and e-beam lithogra-

phy (EBL) are not yet ready for high volume produc-

tion. Recently, complementary lithography has be-

come promising, which allows two different lithogra-

phy processes work together to achieve high quality

layout patterns while not increasing much manufactur-

ing cost. In this paper, we present a new layout decom-

position framework for self-aligned double patterning

and complementary EBL, which considers overlay min-

imization and EBL throughput optimization simulta-

neously. We perform conflict elimination by merge-

and-cut technique and formulate it as a matching-

based problem. The results show that our approach is

fast and effective, where all conflicts are solved with

minimal overlay error and e-beam utilization.

I. Introduction

The semiconductor industry demands advanced lithography
to enable small feature size and high density designs. Cur-
rently, 193nm immersion lithography (193i) is still the main-
stream for 32nm and 22nm technology nodes. Incorporating
double patterning lithography (DPL) and multiple patterning
lithography (MPL) can keep pushing the resolution limit [1].
However, DPL/MPL requires strict layout compliance, and to
fabricate a layout with multiple masks increases the design
complexity. Although some leading lithography technologies,
such as extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) [2], e-beam
lithography (EBL) [3], direct self-assembly [4], etc., achieve
good pattern quality, they are not yet ready for high volume
production.

Complementary lithography is proposed to allow 193nm
optical lithography work hand-in-hand with high-resolution
lithography to enable advanced designs [5]. In the first step,
base features are created by cheaper optical lithography or self-
aligned double patterning (SADP); in the second step, high-
resolution lithography techniques are applied to cut unneces-
sary lines. Such line cutting can be accomplished by costly
quadruple patterning, EUVL, or EBL. By carefully arrang-
ing how features are generated with the combined lithogra-
phy techniques, we can achieve good pattern quality with a
reasonable manufacturing cost. The advantages of adopting
complementary lithography include: (1) high throughput by
generating base patterns with mature optical lithography; and
(2) improved mask yield by partial EUVL or EBL patterning,
while no heavy manufacturing cost introduced.

Recently, the technique to combine optical and complemen-
tary EBL becomes promising. Lam et al. [6, 7] proposed us-

ing EBL to complement 193nm immersion lithography for 1D
layout. The choice of SADP enables better overlay control
compared with conventional Litho-Etch-Litho-Etch type dou-
ble patterning. EBL is a maskless lithography which directly
writes high-resolution patterns into the silicon wafer with e-
beams. Although having their own advantage, standalone
SADP and EBL are limited by low manufacturing flexibility
and low throughput, respectively. By combining SADP with
EBL together, we can improve manufacturability because EBL
provides higher resolution; in the mean time, we need to reduce
EBL utilization to ensure high productivity. This requires an
overall optimization to consider complementary technique in
the layout decomposition flow.

Several studies [6–8] have presented the effectiveness of ap-
plying SADP with line cutting technique on 1D layout de-
signs. In order to optimize the overall throughput with hybrid
SADP and EBL, an integer linear programming (ILP) -based
approach [9] was proposed by properly distributing cutting pat-
terns to the optical mask and e-beams. However, this work
only targets at 1D gridded designs and allows wire-end exten-
sion that is not always permitted for general designs. There
have been some studies [10–13] presented for pure SADP lay-
out decomposition of 2D random patterns, where layout de-
composition is the process to assign layout features into two
different fabrication steps. These approaches impose strict
SADP process rules to ensure the decomposed layout is SADP-
manufacturable. However, the design flexibility is restricted
and the layout may still not be decomposable given a complex
layout.

In this paper, we solve 2D layout decomposition problem
that enables SADP with complementary EBL. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no existing study considering SADP
with complementary lithography on 2D designs. In addition,
we provide a systematic approach that allows conflict mini-
mization during SADP layout decomposition. Our main con-
tributions include:

• We present a new layout decomposition framework for
SADP and complementary EBL, which considers overlay
minimization and EBL throughput optimization simulta-
neously.

• We propose a new graph formulation and a matching-
based approach that allows eliminating conflicts by the
merge-and-cut technique.

• We show that for pure SADP layout decomposition prob-
lem, our approach can be adapted to minimize conflicts
with overlay consideration.

• The results show that our approach is very efficient, and
that all conflicts can be eliminated with minimal overlay
error and e-beam utilization.

In the rest of this paper, we will introduce SADP process
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 1. SADP process. (a) Target layout patterns. (b) The
mandrel mask. (c) Spacer deposition. (d) Mandrel removal and the
trim mask. (e) Final patterns.

and the layout decomposition problem in Sec. II. In Sec. III,
we present our face graph formulation that embeds SADP con-
straints as well as the solution candidates for solving conflicts.
Our layout decomposition that performs simultaneous overlay
and EBL throughput optimization is presented in Sec. IV. We
then explain an adapted conflict minimization approach that
can be used for pure SADP in Sec. V. Finally, we will show
experimental results in Sec. VI, followed by the conclusion in
Sec. VII.

II. SADP and Conflict Solving technique

A. SADP Process Overview

In SADP, the double patterning spacing Sdp restricts the
minimum spacing between two patterns on the same mask.
Any two patterns with distance less than Sdp must not be fab-
ricated on the same masks, otherwise, it is called a conflict. In
general, the layout decomposition process involves decompos-
ing layout patterns into two sets; one is defined by the mandrel
mask, and the other is co-defined by spacers and the trim mask.

Fig. 1 shows the SADP process, where the arrow indicates a
conflict between the two target patterns, meaning they cannot
be fabricated on the same mask. Part of the target layout is
first defined by the mandrel mask as shown in Fig. 1(b). Pat-
tern C is called an assist mandrel, which helps to define target
patterns but will not appear on the final layout. Next, a spacer
material is deposited around the boundary of the mandrels as
shown in the slashed area in (c). The mandrels will then be
removed as shown in (d). After that, the second mask, trim
mask shown in the green area, will be applied to block the un-
desired layout region. A metal filling process will then fill the
white area so that the final layout in (e) is obtained. We call
pattern A a mandrel pattern since it is defined by the mandrel
mask, and pattern B a non-mandrel pattern.

To achieve a valid layout decomposition, all patterns on the
mandrel mask and the trim mask must satisfy the minimum
spacing Sdp. One issue with SADP process is that the trim
mask may not perfectly aligned to the mandrel mask. Conse-
quently, the overlay error occurs and it may cause line-end or
CD variation.

B. Merge-and-cut Technique

The layout decomposition problem is usually formulated as
a two-coloring problem, where conflicting patterns must be as-
signed different colors. One color will be defined by mandrel
pattens, as A in Fig. 1, while the other will be defined by
non-mandrel patterns, as B. A two-coloring result of Fig. 2(a)
is shown in 2(b).

The challenge of SADP layout decomposition is that two-
coloring method may not necessarily avoid all conflicts. To
further eliminate conflicts, merge-and-cut technique is utilized

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2. Merge-and-cut example. (a) Target layout. (b) Two-
coloring result. (c)∼(e) Layout decomposition with merge-and-cut.
Red lines show boundaries with overlay error risk.

[11, 14] to merge two conflicting patterns and then trim out
the unwanted part by the trim mask. Fig. 2(b) shows two
conflicts remaining after two-coloring, and thus we cannot gen-
erate those patterns by the mandrel and trim mask directly.
Fig. 2(c)∼(e) show possible merge-and-cut solutions by merg-
ing two conflicting patterns and then cutting the unwanted
area by the cutting patterns cut1∼cut6 defined by the trim
mask. The pattern boundaries that directly touch the trim
patterns would have potential overlay error; meanwhile, cut-
ting patterns cannot violate the minimum spacing Sdp such
as (e). Therefore, merge-and-cut solutions should be selected
appropriately such that the cutting boundaries/overlay are as
small as possible.

III. Graph Formulation with Embedded SADP
Constraints and Conflict Solving Solutions

Our graph formulation, face graph, is constructed by the
flow shown in Fig. 3, and is explained in the following.

Fig. 3. Face graph construction flow.

A. Conflict Graph and Face Graph Construction

Given a 2D layout, we construct a conflict graph Gc =
(Vc, Ec) to express the relationship among layout patterns.
Each vertex vc ∈ Vc represents a pattern, and each edge
ec ∈ Ec is constructed when the distance between two patterns
is less than Sdp. Fig. 5(a) show the conflict graph of the layout
in Fig. 4(a). It has been shown that in two-coloring problem,
a conflict occurs only when there is an odd cycle in the conflict
graph [15]. To achieve a valid SADP layout decomposition, we
have to eliminate all odd cycles in Gc.

Based on Gc, we define its dual graph, face graph Gf =
(Vf , Ef ) where Vf = Vface ∪ Vdummy. A vertex vface ∈ Vface

corresponds to a face in Gc except the exterior face, and a
dummy vertex vdummy is created for each merge-and-cut can-
didate of a conflict. An edge ef ∈ Ef connects vface and
vdummy if vdummy is the solution candidate to solve the cor-
responding conflict of vface. We call vface as an even (odd)
vertex if it corresponds to an even (odd) face in Gc. The ini-
tial face graph of the layout in Fig. 4(a) is shown in red in Fig.
5(b).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a) Target layout. (b)(c) Merge-and-cut solutions.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Gc

Gc

Gf

Gf

Gf

Fig. 5. (a)(b)(c) Conflict graph (black) and face graph (red)
example. (d)(e) Matching results.

For adjacent odd vertices vf1 and vf2, they may share the
same merge-and-cut candidates. For example, vdummy1 and
vdummy2 in Fig. 5(b) both refer to cut3 in Fig. 4(c). In the
case where ef1 = (vf1, vdummy1) and ef2 = (vf2, vdummy2)
refer to the same merge-and-cut candidate, we combine ef1
and ef2, and remove vdummy1 and vdummy2, as shown in Fig.
5(c).

B. Conflict Graph Planarization

It has been shown in [16,17] that the planarity of the conflict
graph is based on the setting of Sdp. The conflict graph is
planar only if Eq. (1) is satisfied:

{ Sdp < 2× Smin in the Manhattan distance

Sdp <
√
2× Smin in the Euclidean distance

(1)

, where Smin is the minimum spacing between patterns on
the layout. In the case that Eq. (1) is violated, we need to
planarize Gc since Gf cannot be constructed based on a non-
planar graph.

If a conflict graph Gc is highly non-planar, it implies that
several patterns conflict with multiple patterns. Therefore it is
less possible to find a valid DPL decomposition. Be assuming
that the non-planar cases in the give layout is limited, we apply
the following heuristic to solve the non-planar subgraph. In
a non-planar graph Gc, assume e1 ∈ Ec and e2 ∈ Ec cross
each other, we eliminate one of the two edges by merging their
connected vertices. Conceptually, this planarization means we
force two patterns to be merged to prevent a non-planar case.
In order to minimize the overlay error and EBL cost of merging
two patterns, the edge with smaller merging cost (defined in
Sec. IV-B) will be eliminated.

C. Even Vertex Removal for Face Graph

Given an edge ef = (vface, vdummy) ∈ Gf , it implies that we
can use the merge-and-cut candidate ef to reduce the degree
of the corresponding face of vface by one. Since Vf contains
vertices from all faces, our merge-and-cut candidate may either
make an odd face become an even face (meaning the conflict

Algorithm 1 RemoveEvenVertex

1: Fodd ← all odd faces in Gc

2: for all f ∈ Fodd do
3: Γ(f)even ← even adjacent faces of f
4: Γ(f)odd ← odd adjacent faces of f
5: if Γ(f)even �= φ then
6: Remove vi ∈ Gf , ∀fi ∈ Γ(f)even

where vi is the corresponding face vertex of fi
7: else
8: Solve f by the min-cost merge-and-cut candidate

as Sec. IV-B
9: end if

10: end for

is solved), or make an even face become an odd face (meaning
a new conflict is introduced). Because applying merge-and-cut
increases the risk of overlay error on the cutting boundaries, we
would like to minimize new conflicts introduced by merge-and-
cut. With this motivation, we apply a vertex removal heuristic
in Algorithm 1 to greedily remove even vertices in Gf .

IV. Layout Decomposition with SADP and
Complementary EBL

A. SADP with Complementary E-beam Lithography

A limitation of applying the merge-and-cut technique with
the trim mask is that the distance between cutting patterns
may violate the minimum DPL spacing Sdp. For example, the
solution in Fig. 2(e) requires two cutting patterns cut5 and
cut6, which actually conflict with each other.

EBL enables smaller feature width and spacing, and thus
it achieve better pattern quality and design flexibility than
SADP. However, EBL throughput is its biggest bottleneck as
the write time is determined by the number of e-beam shots.
Therefore, extensive use of e-beam cutting is not practical for
manufacturing.

We adopt the conventional e-beam system where e-beam
shots are variable-shaped (rectangular) beams (VSB). Cut-
ting patterns formed by VSB require layout fracturing, mean-
ing the patterns are decomposed into non-overlapping e-beam
shots/rectangulars.

B. Min-Cost Matching based Conflict Elimination

In SADP layout decomposition problem, our objective is to
eliminate conflicts with minimal overlay error and EBL uti-
lization. We first explain our min-cost matching based con-
flict elimination algorithm on the face graph. Then we dis-
cuss how to utilize this algorithm for the overlay and EBL
co-optimization, including a post processing based approach
(Sec. IV-B.1) and a simultaneous optimization (Sec. IV-B.2).

The face graph defined in Sec. III has the following property:

Property A. An edge ef = (vodd, vdummy) ∈ Ef maps to a
merge-and-cut candidate of the corresponding conflict of vodd,
where merge-and-cut reduces the degree of vodd by one.

According to Property A, we can solve a conflict correspond-
ing to an odd vertex by selecting one of its connecting edges
ef ∈ Ef . It is obvious that selecting more than one ef for
an odd vertex is unnecessary because a new conflict would
be introduced. Therefore, we seek to find one merge-and-cut
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Algorithm 2 Hybrid-Post

Input: Gf = (Vf , Ef ) // Sec. III
Output: Pcut = Poptical ∪ Pebl, with the objective of

minimizing
∑

ei∈Poptical
costei and

∑
ej∈Pebl

Nshot(ej)

1: AssignCost SADP(Ef )
2: Pallcuts ← RunMatching(Gf )
3: Gmc ← ConstructConflictGraph(Pallcuts)
4: Poptical ←MIS(Gmc)
5: Pebl ← Pallcuts − Poptical

solution for each conflict, and we formulate the conflict elim-
ination problem as the matching problem, where each match
corresponds to solving a conflict. For example, Fig. 5(d) and
(e) show two different matching results which corresponds to
the final masks shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively.

B.1 Post Processing Based Conflict Elimination

Since the trim mask itself can be used for the merge-and-cut
technique to solve conflicts, we can view EBL cutting as a
back-up solution during conflict elimination. We propose a
two-stage approach for overlay error and e-beam optimization.
First, we solve all conflicts by applying the min-cost matching
algorithm on Gf , then we assign the obtained cutting patterns
to the trim mask and e-beam shots according to SADP con-
straint Sdp. The approach flow is shown in Algorithm 2, where
Nshot(e) represent the required number of e-beam shots for the
merge-and-cut candidate corresponds to e.

In the beginning of Algorithm 2, Gf is constructed based
on Sec. III. Since EBL is not considered in the first stage,
we model the edge cost simply by the SADP overlay error
according to Eq. (2) in Line 1.

coste = Lboundary(e) ∀e ∈ Ef (2)

where Lboundary is the boundary length of the corresponding
cutting pattern of e.

We then solve all conflicts by merge-and cut technique (Line
2). The cutting patterns Pallcuts with the minimum overlay can
be obtained by performing the min-cost matching algorithm in
Line 2. However, there may exist conflicts among the cutting
patterns because of the Sdp constraint. With e-beam available,
we can carefully select a subset of cutting patterns Poptical that
do not violate Sdp, and let the rest of the cutting patterns
Pebl formed by EBL. We first construct a conflict graph Gmc

for Pallcuts in Line 3 to check if there is any conflict among
Pallcuts. In order to minimize e-beam shot utilization, we apply
maximal independent set (MIS) algorithm on Gmc to obtain
the maximal number of valid patterns for Poptical (Line 4),
and assign the rest of the cutting patterns to be done by EBL
(Line 5). Based on the property of MIS, the Sdp constraint is
guaranteed to be satisfied for Poptical.

B.2 Conflict Elimination with Simultaneous
Overlay and EBL Throughput Optimization

Although the approach in Sec. IV-B.1 can successfully solve
conflicts with hybrid SADP and EBL, it only considers EBL in
the last stage and does not include e-beam optimization when
finding the min-cost matching. To further improve the decom-
position result, we propose a simultaneous overlay error and
EBL throughput optimization as shown in Algorithm 3. The
main idea of the algorithm is to start from a restricted solution

Algorithm 3 Hybrid-Sim

Input: Gf = (Vf , Ef ) // Sec. III
Output: Pcut = Poptical ∪ Pebl, with the objective of

minimizing
∑

ei∈Poptical
costei and

∑
ej∈Pebl

Nshot(ej)

1: AssignCost SADP(Ef )
2: Pconf = Φ
3: repeat
4: Poptical, Pebl ← RunMatching(Gf )
5: Pconf ← ValidateCut(Poptical)
6: SubstituteEBL(Pconf )
7: until Pconf == Φ

space and gradually increase the solution space with more EBL
merge-and-cut candidates until we find a valid solution. Based
on the algorithm, only necessary e-beam candidates are consid-
ered, and the matching algorithm can simultaneously optimize
SADP overlay error and e-beam utilization.

In the beginning of Algorithm 3, Gf is constructed based
on Sec. III. All edges are initialized as optical cuts with the
cost defined by Eq. (2). We then iteratively perform min-
cost matching algorithm in Line 4 to find the cutting patterns.
Since we may obtain conflicts among some optical cutting pat-
terns in Line 5, we substitute those conflicting optical cuts by
EBL cuts in Line 6 with the cost function in Eq. (3).

coste = Cebl ×Nshot(e) ∀e ∈ Pconf (3)

where Cebl is a user-defined parameter to control the cost of a
e-beam shot.

In our implementation, we set Cebl sufficiently large than
the cost of any optical cut, such that optical cuts are always
preferred than EBL cuts. By including both overlay and e-
beam cost with Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), our min-cost matching
solution can minimize the overlay error and e-beam utiliza-
tion simultaneously. Note that we assume rectangular beam
shape is applied. For example, an L-shaped pattern requires
at least two beam shots. In addition, there are minimum size
and maximum size limitation for beam shape, which would also
affect the number of shots Nshot of each merge-and-cut candi-
date. Because a merge-and-cut candidate is formed between
patterns with half-pitch width, generally the minimum shape
constraint would not be violated; and the maximum shape con-
straint would apply for long cutting patterns.

V. Overlay-aware Conflict Minimization for
pure SADP

The approaches discussed so far are targeted at the layout
decomposition for hybrid SADP and EBL. We find that our ap-
proach can be adapted for conflict minimization in pure SADP
layout decomposition. Since there is no previous study that
optimize cutting patterns in SADP layout decomposition, this
approach can be very useful when the layout is highly compli-
cated and complementary lithography is not available.

A. Adapted Face Graph for Conflicting Cuts

In the face graph defined in Sec. III, the merge-and-cut can-
didates may conflict each other. Therefore, when applying the
min-cost matching algorithm to solve conflicts as explained in
Sec. IV-B, we may obtain conflicting cutting patterns. These
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Face graph adapted for conflicting cuts. (a) Conflict graph
(black) and Face graph (red). (b) Cutting patterns that cannot
co-exist are indicated by arrows. (c) Adapted face graph without
conflicting cuts.

conflicts must be prevented in pure SADP layout decomposi-
tion.

Fig. 6(a) shows the layout patterns and its corresponding
conflict and face graph. Two conflicts v1 and v2 are discov-
ered because they forms odd cycles in the conflict graph. The
merge-and-cut candidates of v1 and v2 are shown by cut1∼cut3
and cut4∼cut6 in Fig. 6(b), respectively. It can be seen that if
we select cut1 and cut4 to solve the two conflicts, the solution
would not be valid because the two cuts are too close to be
fabricated on the same mask. Similary, cut3 and cut6 cannot
co-exist.

To add the conflicting cuts information into our face graph,
we check all merge-and-cut candidates by traversing all edges,
and make conflicting edges connect to the same dummy vertex.
Finally, we can obtain an adapted face graph G′

f with the
conflicting cuts information embedded. As shown in Fig. 6(c),
after this graph adaption, d1 and d4 is merged, and so is d3
and d6.

B. Matching based Conflict Minimization

The adapted face graph G′
f has the following property:

Property B. If two merge-and-cut candidates cannot co-
exist because their spacing is less then Sdp, the corresponding
edges ef1 and ef2 connect to the same vdummy ∈ Vdummy.

Property B guarantees that the matching algorithm would
only select one edge that covers the same dummy vertex. This
ensures that Sdp rule is satisfied for the cutting patterns. Be-
sides, Property A in Sec. IV-B still holds for the adapted face
graph. Consequently, by modeling the edge cost of G′

f with
the desired SADP cost, we can minimize conflicts with the
min-cost matching algorithm presented in Sec. IV-B. Here
our objective is to minimize overlay error introduced by cut-
ting patterns, therefore, Eq. (2) is adopted in the matching
problem. This approach allows simultaneous optimization for
overlay minimization and conflict minimization for pure SADP
layout decomposition.

VI. Experimental results

The proposed algorithms are implemented in C++ and
tested on Intel platform with 2.66 GHz CPU and 4G mem-
ory. We synthesize OpenSPARC T1 designs with Nangate
45nm standard cell library [18], and perform placement and
routing with Cadence SOC Encounter [19] to generate the lay-
outs. These layouts are then scaled down for 22nm technology
node. For simplicity, we assume the sizes of the minimum pat-
tern width, spacing, and spacer width are 50nm, and make the

corresponding adjustment for the benchmark. The double pat-
terning spacing Sdp is set large enough to introduce conflicts
to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. Table I shows
the statistics of five designs with the number of 2D patterns
(#Polygon) and the initial coloring conflicts (#Conf) before
applying our approaches, where #Conf is obtained based on
the two-coloring result.

A. Overlay-aware Layout Decomposition for SADP

We first apply the proposed approach in Sec. V to solve
conflicts with the trim mask for conflict and overlay error min-
imization. Because the existing approaches for SADP layout
decompositions [10–13] are performed for two-colorable cases,
no solution would be generated for comparison on designs with
conflicts. Although layout perturbation [20] can be applied to
solve native conflicts, we do not allow layout change in our
problem. An alternative to solve this problem is to minimize
the total number of cutting patterns, by which we expect less
overlay error and unsolved conflicts because less cutting pat-
terns compete for the mask resource. As a baseline, we imple-
ment this alternative (SADP-Cut) by replacing Eq. (2) with
Eq. (4) and compare it with the proposed overlay-aware layout
decomposition (SADP-OV).

coste = 1 ∀e ∈ Ef (4)

Table I shows the results after layout decomposition in terms
of the remaining conflicts (#Confrem), the total length of the
overlay-risky boundaries touched by the trim mask (Bndyov),
and the CPU time. It can be seen that the merge-and-cut
technique is not sufficient to solve all conflicts because of the
resolution limit of the trim mask. Compared with the base-
line, SADP-OV successfully reduces the overlay error, whose
effect can be represented by the length of the cutting bound-
aries. On average, the overlay error can be reduced by 28.36%
with SADP-OV. Although there are still outstanding conflicts
that cannot be resolved, our approach successfully resolve more
than 95% of the initial conflicts, showing that merge-and-cut
is promising for SADP layout decomposition. Note that our
benchmarks are not targeting at any specific lithography pro-
cess and thus are not SADP-friendly designs. By properly de-
signing the layout for SADP or specify lithography-aware rules
in early design stages, it would be easier to solve conflicts by
our approach.

B. Overlay and EBL Throughput Co-optimization for
SADP with Complementary EBL

By adopting complementary EBL, the conflicts that can-
not be handled in Sec. VI-A can be solved. We compare the
layout decomposition results when applying the two conflict
elimination approaches, Hybrid-Post and Hybrid-Sim. Because
Hybrid-Post is a two-stage approach, we would like to study
how the result in the first stage affects the final result. There-
fore, two versions of Hybrid-Post are implemented, one perform
the min-cost matching algorithm based on Eq. (2) (Hybrid-
Post-OV), while the other perform the min-cost matching al-
gorithm based on Eq. (4) (Hybrid-Post-Cut).

The results are shown in Table II, where #V SB refers to
the total number of variable shaped beams. Note that the
cutting patterns are 2-dimensional and thus a conflict may re-
quire more than one VSB to solve. With complementary EBL,
all conflicts in our benchmark are solved. It can be seen that
Hybrid-Post-Cut requires a large number of VSB because it
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TABLE I
Overlay-aware layout decomposition for SADP.

Design #Polygon #Conf SADP-Cut SADP-OV
#Confrem Bndyov (um) CPU (s) #Confrem Bndyov (um) CPU (s) OV Imp%

alu 9792 1992 46 541.98 1.57 60 311.79 1.64 42.47%

byp 27675 5015 274 1413.04 2.56 25 1129.90 2.83 20.04%

div 20501 3914 222 901.16 3.32 39 680.20 3.36 24.52%

ecc 7922 2282 104 575.29 1.36 24 430.48 1.42 25.17%

efc 7173 1988 91 503.44 1.15 96 354.47 1.14 29.59%

Average 28.36%

TABLE II
Layout decomposition for Overlay and EBL throughput co-optimization

Design Hybrid-Post-Cut Hybrid-Post-OV Hybrid-Sim
#VSB Bndyov (um) CPU (s) #VSB Bndyov (um) CPU (s) #VSB Bndyov (um) CPU (s)

alu 240 541.98 1.59 219 311.79 1.66 24 329.00 1.85

byp 1347 1413.04 2.63 60 1129.90 2.91 11 1133.85 3.36

div 1249 901.16 3.37 119 680.20 3.41 72 685.81 3.77

ecc 479 575.29 1.38 72 430.48 1.45 37 433.41 1.52

efc 561 503.44 1.16 335 354.47 1.16 54 378.88 1.36

Avg Ratio 8.47 1.41 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.31 1.03 1.12

leaves more unsolved conflicts before applying e-beams. The
simultaneous optimization Hybrid-Sim outperforms the two
post-processing based approaches, which reduces VSB utiliza-
tion by 69% while achieving comparable overlay error mini-
mization with Hybrid-Post-OV.

Applying Hybrid-Post does not increase much computa-
tional time compared to Table I. Although Hybrid-Sim it-
eratively performs matching algorithm, the iterations converge
quite fast and thus does not cause much runtime overhead. In
our experiment, at most 4 iterations are needed to obtain a
valid layout decomposition solution.

VII. Conclusion

We present a new layout decomposition framework for
SADP and complementary EBL, which considers overlay min-
imization and EBL throughput optimization simultaneously.
We show that conflict elimination by merge-and-cut can be
formulated as a matching-based algorithm based on our graph
formulation. Our approach is flexible to be applied for differ-
ent lithography resources, including SADP with complemen-
tary EBL and pure SADP. The results show that applying
merge-and-cut technique in hybrid SADP and EBL layout de-
composition is promising, and that our approaches is efficient
and effective in minimizing overlay error and e-beam utilization
simultaneously.
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